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Executive Summary

The potential impact of big data for border security is, in a word, transformative. However, U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) does not leverage much of the large volume of data it collects. If CBP could better integrate these data into operations, it would speed up cross-border trade by helping authorities identify the most at-risk travelers and cargo. Big data can also help policymakers better understand the extent to which the border is secure and improve the allocation of enforcement resources.

Significant barriers remain for CBP to leverage big data, such as information sharing barriers between operational components as well as safeguarding data from breaches. These barriers are caused by a variety of factors. Like much of the U.S. government, CBP has struggled to develop a data culture receptive to changes brought on by the information technology revolution and has significant issues with its data governance standards, technology acquisition, and human capital development processes. This article explores these issues and offers recommendations to address these and other barriers to unlock the potential of big data for U.S. border security.
Background

Over the last 20 years, CBP—the primary U.S. government organization charged with securing the nation’s borders—has spent billions on technology to monitor international boundaries, vet international travelers, develop trusted traveler programs, and inspect cargo at ports of entry. These systems are integral to the U.S. government’s post-9/11 risk assessment and mitigation strategy. Under this approach, data and computer algorithms are used to categorize travelers and cargo based on the level of potential risk they pose. The riskiest entries—for example, a traveler who repeatedly visits a country with high levels of terrorist activity—are subjected to additional scrutiny, such as advanced inspection.

The vast data collection infrastructure built by CBP contains sensors and computer networks, which hold what can easily be described as big data, that is, “data so large, varied and dynamic that conventional hardware and software cannot process it.” Collecting vast amounts of data alone provides little benefit to frontline personnel and senior decision makers—the data must still be operationalized. Consider, for example, the U.S. Border Patrol’s Automated Biometric Identification System (IDENT), which holds biometric data on illegal crossers, such as their fingerprints. The system is useful because it allows agents to identify repeat crossers and those with previous criminal records. IDENT’s value became more apparent when combined with a framework to help agents determine the level of sanctions to apply to illegal border crossers—the Consequence Delivery System (CDS). By fusing data from IDENT with CDS decisions, officials could see how less severe sanctions (e.g. voluntary return) and more severe sanctions (e.g. prosecution) impacted re-apprehension rates, and potentially redirect their enforcement resources accordingly. As this case illustrates, collecting large amounts of data is not enough to draw value from it; it has to be processed and analyzed. Researchers have identified several ways organizations exploit big data. These include, among others:

- The connection of multiple large datasets internal and external to an organization
- The combination of large datasets containing structured data (e.g. data contained in rows and columns, such as a spreadsheet) with unstructured data (e.g. video and photos)
- Processing and analysis of incoming streams of data in real or near real-time (e.g. to create data dashboards)
- Using advanced analytics and artificial intelligence techniques like machine learning to analyze data at scale

Big data capabilities can help CBP find new opportunities to further speed up legitimate trade and travel. Radio-frequency identification-enabled ID cards allow crossers in trusted-traveler programs
to move through ports of entry with speed and ease. Cameras at border crossings collect information on travelers’ vehicles via license plate readers and, increasingly, facial recognition technology. When these data collection sources are analyzed with algorithms that provide risk assessments, officers can focus their time on entries that pose the greatest likelihood of malicious activity. Meanwhile, legal travel and trade can flow without need for intensive searches, thereby increasing economic efficiency. Similar technologies promise to speed up cargo inspections as well, such as the Automated Commercial Environment, which is a system that streamlines cargo processing.

Maturing big data capabilities can improve situational awareness and help answer the difficult question: “How secure is the border?” As one senior official stated, “We call it the denominator problem. How many people are coming across the border [and] how do we really know how [well] we’re doing . . . ?” The benefit of answering these questions is that the U.S. government can more effectively allocate resources to the most porous sections of the border and, ultimately, improve U.S. border security. Away from the border, big data can improve the targeting of criminals by integrating a wide variety of datasets, such as telephone number databases, Western Union wire transfers, and social media posts. The use of these various sources marks a transformative moment in law enforcement—previously investigators were reliant on human sources for leads but now can draw from a host of digital data sources for tips. The use of these data to proactively target vulnerable components of criminal networks also marks a shift towards a disruption strategy and away from a more reactive approach.

In preparing this article we identified many “pockets of excellence” where advanced data analytics are now used. The National Targeting Center, an organization in CBP that screens and analyzes cargo and traveler data, has significant capabilities to fuse and analyze information from a variety of sources. Another initiative at CBP’s sister agency U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, the Border Enforcement Analytics Program assists Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) “to effectively combine and analyze multiple, large disparate data sets to increase enforcement effectiveness.” CBP’s Office of Field Operations, which manages the nation’s ports of entry, is also experimenting with new data-intensive processes to screen travelers. Still, most of the personnel interviewed from senior to frontline officials noted CBP is struggling to use the large amount of data it already collects. As one Border Patrol supervisor noted, “We don’t have a great method to really analyze or even retrieve [data] . . . We just dump information to the systems, but then the ability to regurgitate that information to where it’s something useful doesn’t really exist.”

Observations like the one above on the difficulty of sharing data make sense in light of the disconnect between data collection, storage, and distribution processes. Former CBP deputy

* We interviewed almost two dozen CBP personnel and experts for this paper. Interviews were conducted with the understanding that responses would be anonymized. Additionally, Institutional Research Board (IRB) controls were in place to protect interviewees and maintain anonymity of their responses.
commissioner David Aguilar noted: “We have unattended ground sensors, we have integrated fixed towers. . . . Each one of those platforms . . . operates independent of each other.” The variety of data streams, organizational missions, and bureaucratic complexity has led to a labyrinth of databases: the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), of which CBP is a part, maintains approximately 900 largely unconnected databases. Studies suggest that up to 60 percent of data held by government agencies are unknown and/or unused—the same is probably true of DHS' and CBP’s systems to a similar extent.

Other issues arise from the techniques used to analyze big data. Data mining algorithms help authorities sift through large datasets but raise a host of ethical and legal questions. These can include biased assessments when the data, algorithms, or both are improper for a task. For example, the use of algorithms to assess the potential of a person to engage in political violence using their social media activity is not an effective use of data mining. A group of 53 machine learning experts commenting on the proposed “Extreme Vetting Initiative” noted that the characteristics of terrorist and criminal behavior “are difficult (if not possible) to define and measure[, and] any algorithm will depend on ‘proxies’ that are more easily observed and may bear little or no relationships to the characteristics of interest.” A 2020 report from the Brennan Center found CBP used similar algorithms to assess risk of travelers on the basis of their social media activity.

As CBP struggles to leverage its data, it has at times struggled to secure it. In 2019, a contractor tasked with managing a CBP pilot project to collect facial recognition data at ports of entry was the target of a ransomware attack. The images of approximately 184,000 travelers were stolen in the subsequent breach and at least 19 were leaked to the dark web. A DHS Office of the Inspector General report concluded CBP’s information security protocols were insufficient. In particular, a subcontractor downloaded data improperly, which made the breach possible. Another found security vulnerabilities on CBP systems and workstations. As CBP collects more data in the coming years, safeguarding it will be of paramount importance.
Analysis

The problems detailed above arise from a variety of factors:

1. **Organizational barriers limit efforts to share data and best practices across CBP.** The sheer size of CBP—it employs more than 60,000 personnel—along with the diversity of its missions from inspecting agricultural shipments to patrolling the border, leads to barriers to collaboration. A CBP official we interviewed noted that the organization “needs to still grow in terms of how . . . operations interact with each other.” 18 Studies on innovation in government suggest breaking down these barriers is a prerequisite for the effective use of big data. 19 In particular, these barriers make information sharing difficult and hinder the ability for different parts of the organization to learn from one another. These challenges often are more difficult when considering information-sharing opportunities between CBP and other agencies, especially where agency objectives are not in alignment and there are differing privacy and civil rights and liberties standards. 20

2. **Human capital issues hinder the development of new big data capabilities.** While the lack of data science experts—the specialists with the skills and knowledge to leverage big data—is a problem in the wider economy, the lack of expertise is more notable in government. This is true at CBP, although not evenly across all organizations. In some parts of CBP, such as the National Targeting Center, there appears to be a significant amount of data-savvy personnel. In other offices of CBP, such as the Border Patrol, there is far less expertise. One Border Patrol Agent summarized the problem well: “we don’t even need data scientists . . . we haven’t even fully used Excel yet.” 21 The development of data science human capital is important because these specialists play a key role in designing, implementing, and using big data applications. For example, an Office of the Inspector General report of recent technology upgrades concluded the Border Patrol “had inadequate personnel to fully leverage surveillance technology or maintain current information technology systems and infrastructure on site.” 22 Adding to the problem, the U.S. government struggles to retain talented employees who can find more lucrative employment opportunities in the private sector. Basic data literacy is also important to ensure personnel understand how to process and interpret data they come in contact with.

3. **CBP struggles to inculcate the values of a data-centric culture across echelons of the organizations.** Implementing big data requires addressing obstacles related to organizational culture. 23 There are several different organizational cultures in CBP. However, more if not all of the various sub-cultures of CBP are not “data cultures,” meaning those that encompass “values, behaviors, and attitudes . . . that promote and enable use of relevant data
as the driving force of decision making.”24 A Border Patrol agent interviewed for this article summarized well the difficult transition to a data-driven culture in his part of the organization: “It’s going to be a huge paradigm shift from the way we operate now. A perception of work tools and agency and the people we have [are] knuckle draggers [and] ground pounders . . . guys who get in the dirt and go get things done.”25 Making the transition to a data culture is important for a couple reasons. First, an organizational culture that emphasizes data increases intra-organizational information sharing; employees feel safe to share data with co-workers, which benefits all. Second, when data is incorporated throughout an organization, it stimulates bottom-up innovation among employees, an important source of innovation and new prototype technologies to exploit big data.

4. **The government’s acquisition process stifles big data innovation.** Acquiring new technologies, ranging from camera systems to data mining software, is necessary for collecting and making sense of large datasets. Back-end technologies, such as server architecture, that transmit data to and from operators in the field are critical to leveraging big data. However, the current approach to acquiring these new technologies in CBP and DHS is complex and slow.26 Once a technology need is identified, the government writes specific requirements with little input from agents and officers in the field. Since the requirements are highly specific, only a small set of large contractors can apply to these grants and even these companies must subcontract aspects of the project. The resulting project structure is unwieldy and prone to waste.27 As one official interviewed for this project noted, the government has “processes that are built for the industrial age, not the information age.”28 In an era where technology cycles are five years (or less), the speed of big data innovation is critical. For example, a specific concern is maintaining up-to-date on-demand computing power (e.g. cloud services), which make it possible to store and analyze the most resource intensive analytics tasks.29

There are recent and positive signs of increasing big data adoption in CBP. In addition to the examples discussed above there are other efforts that are just now beginning. In 2018, the Border Patrol set up its own data science division.30 Also, CBP has fielded an innovation team (INVNT) charged with technology transfer initiatives. The INVNT team was critical in the adoption and transition of technologies like the Android Team Awareness Kit (ATAK), which is a software application that helps users understand the position of other users as well as threats.31 ATAK has the capability to import and display data from a variety of collection streams, such as unmanned aerial vehicles and other sensor platforms. Currently, there are 5,000 to 7,000 ATAK devices supporting a variety of roles, including the Border Patrol’s Tactical Team (BORTAC).32 These efforts are a good start to address the big data problem but additional steps are needed.
Recommendations

The benefits of increased big data applications at CBP are significant, and range from increased economic efficiency at ports of entry to improved allocation of enforcement resources along the border. To this end, CBP needs to develop a strategic framework for change that builds mechanisms to create and sustain a data-driven culture supported by the best available technology.

**Recommendation 1:** CBP needs to develop a big data capability roadmap aligned with the Federal Data Strategy.

Data governance and procedures are at the core of information sharing and collaboration in border security. Addressing these issues requires an evaluation of CBP’s current needs and capabilities as well as steps moving forward. In particular, CBP needs to develop a big data capability roadmap that aligns with the Federal Data Strategy, a government-wide plan set in motion by President Trump’s Management Agenda and which is expected to continue under the Biden Administration. The plan lays out 20 action steps that provide “a common set of data principles and best practices in implementing data innovations that drive more value for the public.” For example, action step 1 requires organizations to identify their data needs and action step 2 to create a data governance body. In addition to these steps, the strategy document will outline observable milestones of a progression towards a data culture as well as developing procedures for better securing CBP’s data. The subsequent recommendations presented here are elaborations of steps that can be taken as a part of a wider CBP data strategy.

**Recommendation 2:** CBP needs to define the mission and goals for a dedicated interdisciplinary team with the primary purpose to support CBP becoming more data-driven.

Developing a data culture is a necessary prerequisite for organizations to optimally use big data. To this end, CBP needs to create an interdisciplinary team that blends a combination of diverse individuals with data science skills—and just as importantly, operational experience—to develop the foundational principles of CBP’s data-driven culture. This effort could complement or link to ongoing efforts, such as the Border Patrol’s Data Science Team. An important member—and potential leader—of this team is a Chief Data Officer (CDO). CDOs are leaders who articulate overall data strategy and try to cultivate a data culture in an organization. In short, they serve as an organizational focal point to improve big data adoption. Several agencies have appointed a CDO, such
as Department of Health and Human Services and Department Transportation. In addition to the CDO, the team should include some PhD-level data scientists to work on high-level problems, such as integrating information streams across the organization to surface new insights as well as individuals from across the organization with operational experience.\(^{35}\)

CBP leadership also needs to take an important role in driving the shift towards a big data culture. Leadership in this area can take a variety of forms, such as positive messaging around data-driven decision making, and requiring education and human capital development programs like those described in recommendations 3 and 4.

**Recommendation 3:** CBP needs to invest in its workforce with a data science reskilling program and open new data science positions.

As noted earlier, the lack of data science human capital is one significant factor inhibiting the optimal use of big data in border security operations. Fortunately, it is not necessary for all employees to have a high level of knowledge in data science. Instead organizations require a core group of data science experts who can apply their knowledge to tasks, such as applying machine learning algorithms to large datasets. While efforts to recruit data scientists from outside CBP’s ranks should continue, a more efficient strategy is to look within the organization. Initiatives, such as the Federal Cyber Reskilling program, can serve as a model for these efforts within CBP.

The Federal Cyber Reskilling program helps agencies identify current federal employees with the skills for cyber security positions but who are in non-cyber security roles. Selected employees attend courses and sharpen their skills over several weeks, and if successful, receive a certification.\(^{36}\) A similar program for data science implemented in CBP will significantly boost the amount of human capital. It can tap into the vast and unused talent in CBP’s large workforce. From our research for this article, we came across numerous cases of employees who have taught themselves data science skills and wanted to find more ways to innovate on the job.

**Recommendation 4:** CBP needs to develop and mandate basic data literacy training content for its employees.

While the vast majority of workers do not need to create or even use algorithms, most employees need basic knowledge to use big data. Google’s chief decision scientist sums up this need well: it is not necessary to know how to build a microwave in order to use one effectively.\(^{37}\) What personnel require is “data literacy,” “the ability to read, write, and communicate data in context.”\(^{38}\) These skills
are necessary because a growing number of CBP personnel are required to interpret ambiguous data on the job. For example, personnel are asked to assess the danger posed by travelers based on uncertain information, such as social media data. To build data literacy, CBP should develop and mandate training for most of its employees. This training should begin when an employee begins work and continue periodically throughout their career to reflect technological advancements and tools.

**Recommendation 5**: CBP and DHS needs to facilitate private-sector technology transfer and improve the transition of commercial software on government systems.

Even if an organization develops a data culture and human capital, it cannot leverage big data without keeping up with the latest technological advancements. To address this issue, CBP should invest resources in technology transfer. As an immediate step, CBP needs to invest greater resources in its innovation team. As discussed above, this small group has had success transitioning private-sector innovations to the field and working between operational components of CBP. Another necessary task is for DHS to develop an external partner to help transition private-sector technology to the government. Such “technology accelerators” provide the government an opportunity to interface with the private sector. For example, the CIA owns its own venture capital firm, which is funded but largely independent of that organization. These organizations are important because they help speed up innovation by bringing in new companies and identify dual use technologies. A related issue is the need to transition commercial software to government systems efficiently. Guidance from Recommendation 1 above is critical in setting consistent standards for migrating software and resources to government systems. This point is especially important to prevent future breaches and safeguard data.
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